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Poverty alleviation
Project Summary
Elevator Pitch

Concise Summary: Help us pitch this solution! Provide an explanation within 3-4 short sentences.
this program able to let young entrepreneuer to be able to show their idea,and later their ideas could be sell to the highest bidder investor,later
the program also show how this investment succes rate,and show what the business has already achieve

About Project

Problem: What problem is this project trying to address?
many small business started by smaller investment and money later its started to generate,but nowadays it need more working capital or money
to establish or manage to start business,this idea might help people who wanted to start a new business but does not have money,

Solution: What is the proposed solution? Please be specific!
create an apps that let new entrepreneur have a chance to show their ideas to investor by listing and let them explain the plan,later if deal does
not meet up between investor and intrapreneur,this apps would let them publish their idea and do kickstarter program,this apps become platform
for dunding aout of those ideas

Impact: How does it Work

Example: Walk us through a specific example(s) of how this solution makes a difference; include its primary activities.
1.make a campaign and advertisement out of it 2.try to publish this idea by using multileveling marketing concept 3.make the apps
Sustainability

Marketplace: Who else is addressing the problem outlined here? How does the proposed project differ from these
approaches?
the competitors would be another funding project,but this kind of project doesnt give the funder any advantages,since they doesnt return the money
they have compared to this apps,which give investor 10% bonus out of it
Team

Founding Story
i see a lot of people that are trying to come out of their hectic jobtime by starting on making their own business,but they are afraid of taking risk
because no guaranteed that their business could go well,so how to make them able to have their own business and still able to feel the comfort of
their office?by making this investment machine,they able to invest small amount of money they have.
About You
About You
First Name
Husin
Tell us about yourself/your team.
i am student on multimedia university on software engineering,since my father have entrepreneur background,so i decided to put my own idea in
here,
What makes you an intrapreneur? What are the skills, capabilities, and personality traits that make you an intrapreneur?
what makes me intrapreneur is because i am able to convince and persuade people to sell or take item,and have experience before hand on
entrepreneurship,and im willing to take the high risk if its needed to for my business to succed,if we never try we never know right?
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About Your Organization
Company Country
, SL, cyberjaya
Primary country where this project is creating social impact
, XX
Additional countries or regions
country that have same type of economy condition to malaysia
Industry
Consumer Products

The information you provide here will be used to fill in any parts of your profile that have been left blank, such as interests, organization information,
and website. No contact information will be made public. Please uncheck here if you do not want this to happen..

Innovation
Select the stage that best applies to your solution
Idea (you're poised to launch)
The Solution: Why is this solution innovative for your company and industry?
since nowadays only big company that are confident on making investment,its time for smaller one to have one of these

Impact
What has been the impact of your solution to date?
no impact for now since it still did not implemented yet,
What is your projected impact over the next 1 to 3 years?
at least 50-100 of business idea is succes
What barriers might hinder the success of your project? How do you plan to overcome them?
the idea might be abstract or unclear from investor point of view

Sustainability
What is the benefit or value you're creating for your business?
it might give people a chance to have their dream business or shop or whatever they want
How are you leveraging internal resources (funds, time, knowledge, etc.) to support this initiative?
for funds do kickstartter project first later if money goal has been reached continue by allocating time on advertisement and promoting this app and
let people now the knowledge and see how they reacted to it
Expand on your answer, explaining the long-term funding and support plan.
Tell us about your partnerships across your company and externally that are key to your project's success.
Approximately 60 words left (425 characters).
What internal support have you gotten for your project? What kind of push-back have you received?
internal support from few businessman,which from they opinion could be huge thing if its planed well,no push back for now
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